Interaction between advancing ice fronts and erythrocytes. Mechanism of erythrocyte destruction upon freezing and influence of cryoprotective agents.
It can be shown theoretically and experimentally that in purely aqueous suspension, cells (as well as microsolutes) are excluded by advancing freezing fronts. This puts the cells under considerable osmotic stress and may be considered to be the major source of cell destruction upon freezing. It is also shown theoretically and experimentally that in aqueous suspensions, admixed with appropriate concentrations of a cryoprotectant (e.g., glycerol), cells are engulfed by advancing freezing fronts: Under such conditions, cells do not undergo any osmotic stress and remain undamaged when frozen. The influence of various common cryoprotectants is discussed, as is the reason why penetrating as well as nonpenetrating agents can be equally effective cryoprotective agents. The reason why leukocytes require lower cryoprotectant concentrations than erythrocytes is also elucidated.